The preservation of regular tree languages through rewriting, has already been studied. In this paper, we study the preservation of context-free tree languages through rewriting, for constructor-based term rewrite systems. We give positive and negative results. Positive results are effective since we give algorithms to build context-free grammars.
Introduction
The descendants of a set of terms E by a rewrite system R are the terms obtained by rewriting the elements of E with the rules of R. Computing descendants may be used for checking rewriting properties, like reachability, joinability,..., that may help to analyse rewrite programs. It may also help to check safety properties for cryptographic 1 protocols [5] : the set of descendants (denoted by R * (E)) expresses all the possible messages running in the net, and let L I be the set of illegal messages. Intuitively, R simulates the protocol steps and the intruder actions; and illegal messages simulate intrusions. The protocol is safe (in a certain sense) iff R * (E) ∩ L I = ∅. Protocol verification has also been investigated using other techniques : [1, 8, 7, 11] .
In general, the set of descendants R * (E) is infinite. An easy way to express and handle such infinite sets is to use finite tree automata, i.e. regular tree languages [3, 10, 17, 16, 12] . However, it is undecidable whether a given rewrite system preserves regularity (also called recognizability) or not [6] , and all those papers define subclasses. On the other hand, the possibility of computing a regular superset of the (possibly non-regular) set of descendants, assuming weaker restrictions, has been investigated in [4, 5] . Computing only descendants obtained by rewriting respecting some strategies has also been studied [14, 13] .
In [12] , certain restrictions are assumed in order to make R * (E) regular. R is assumed to be constructor-based, as well as :
1. Right-hand-sides of rewrite rules are linear.
2. No nested defined-functions in rhs's.
3. Innermost 2 function calls in rhs's are shallow subterms 3 .
1 For more information on cryptographic protocol, the reader can refer to [15] . 2 Innermost is useless when Restriction 2 is satisfied. Without "innermost", Restriction 3 would imply Restriction 2, and we want them to be independent.
3 I.e. ∀l → r ∈ R, ∀p ∈ P os(r), (r(p) is an innermost defined-function in r =⇒ r|p = f (r1, . . . , rn)) where r1, . . . , rn are variables or ground constructor-terms.
4. E is a particular regular language : E is the set of constructor-instances of a fixed linear term t (or more generally t is instantiated by arbitrary regular languages of constructor-terms).
Moreover, some counter-examples show that if anyone among the above four restrictions is not satisfied, then R * (E) is not regular. Consequently, the following question arises : does R * (E) belong to the previous class in Chomsky's hierarchy, i.e. is it a contextfree tree language ? If it is, this can still be used for protocol verification because R * (E) ∩ L I = ∅ is decidable, provided L I is still regular. This paper attempts to answer this question. Before giving the results, some more notions need to be introduced. We say that a tree language is NT-bounded if it is generated by a NT-bounded grammar, which implies that the number of nested non-terminals in trees generated by the grammar is bounded. Note that regular languages are NT-bounded. A context-free tree language is said top-context-free 4 if it is generated by a top-context-free grammar, i.e. whose production right-hand-sides contain only one non-terminal, located on top. Note that top-context-free languages are context-free and NT-bounded.
We also define some other restrictions : 5. Left-hand-sides of rewrite rules are linear.
6. Recursive rewrite rules are not consuming, i.e. their left-hand-sides are of the form f (x 1 , . . . , x n ), where x 1 , . . . , x n are variables.
7. E is the set of instances of a fixed linear term t, by arbitrary NT-bounded contextfree languages of constructor-terms.
8. E is the set of instances of a fixed non-linear term t that contains only one defined-function occurring on top, by instantiating the linear variables of t by arbitrary NT-bounded context-free languages of constructor-terms, and by instantiating the non-linear variables of t by arbitrary top-context-free languages of constructor-terms.
Still assuming that R is constructor-based, the results are :
-For all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, if restrictions 1, 2, 3, 4 are satisfied except Restriction i then R * (E) is not context-free in the general case.
-If Restrictions 1, 2, 5, 6 and (7 or 8) are satisfied, then R * (E) is context-free and NT-bounded.
-If Restrictions 1, 2, 6, 7 are assumed (i.e. Restriction 5 is not assumed anymore), and even if Restriction 3 is assumed in addition, then R * (E) is not context-free in the general case.
-If Restrictions 1, 2, 5 and (7 or 8) are assumed (i.e. Restriction 6 is not assumed anymore), and even if Restriction 3 is assumed in addition, then R * (E) is not context-free in the general case.
The positive results are obtained by building a context-free grammar that generates R * (E).
Preliminaries

Terms and Positions
We denote respectively by C, F, X the sets of constructors, defined-functions and variables. For s ∈ C ∪ F, ar(s) denotes the arity of s. In the following, we write f ∈ F \n for f ∈ F and ar(f ) = n. A term is linear if no variable occurs more than once. A ground term is a term that does not contain variables. T (Σ, X ) is the set of terms defined on the signature Σ = F ∪ C, T Σ is the set of ground terms, and T C is the set of ground constructor-terms (terms that contain only constructors). Let t, t ′ be terms. We denote by V ar(t) the set of variables of t, by P os(t) the set of positions of t, by P osF (t) the set of positions of defined-functions of t, and by P os(t) the set of positions of non-variable symbols of t. A position p is a list of integers whose length is denoted by |p|. For positions p, p ′ , p ≥ p ′ means that p is located below p ′ , i.e. p = p ′ .v for some position v, whereas p p ′ means that p and p ′ are incomparable, 
Rewrite Systems and Descendants
A term rewrite system (TRS) is a pair (Σ, R) where R is a finite set of rewrite rules l → r where l, r ∈ T (Σ, X ) and V ar(r) ⊆ V ar(l). In the following of the paper we write only R for a rewrite system. lhs stands for left-hand-side, rhs for right-hand-side. R is constructor-based if every lhs l of R is of the form l = f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) where f ∈ F and t 1 , . . . , t n contain only constructors and variables. The rewrite relation → R is defined as follows : t → R t ′ (or for short, t → t ′ ) if there exists p ∈ P os(t), a rule l → r and a substitution σ s.t. t| p = lσ and
If E is a set of terms, R * (E) denotes the set of descendants of elements of E. t is irreducible if ¬(∃t ′ | t → R t ′ ). The set of irreducible ground terms is denoted by IRR(R). t ′ is a normal-form of t if t → * R t ′ and t ′ is irreducible. The set of normal-forms of elements of E is denoted by R ! (E). Thus, R ! (E) = R * (E) ∩ IRR(R).
Recursive and Consuming Rewrite Rules
Definition 2.1 Let R be a TRS. Let f, g ∈ F. The relation > on F is defined as follows :
where > * is the reflexive-transitive closure of >, and F (r) are the defined-functions appearing in r.
Lemma 2.3 Let R be a TRS and l → r, l 1 → r 1 , . . . , l i → r i ∈ R. Let t be a term s.t. P osF (t) = {ǫ}. If t → l→r t 1 → l 1 →r 1 t 2 . . . → ln→rn t n+1 and l → r is not recursive, then ∀i, l i → r i = l → r (i.e l → r can be used only once).
Proof . l → r being non-recursive, by applying rules on functions of r, we can never generate the symbol l(ǫ). So, ∀i, ∀p i ∈ posF (t i ), t i (p i ) = l(ǫ).
Definition 2.4 Let R be a TRS and l → r ∈ R. l → r is not consuming if l is of the form f (x 1 , . . . , x n ), where x 1 , . . . , x n are variables.
Tree Grammars
A tree grammar G is a quadruple (N , Σ, S, P ) where N is a finite set of non-terminals, Σ a signature, S ∈ N the axiom, and P a finite set of production rules. In the regular case, the production rules are of the form : A → t where A ∈ N and t ∈ T (Σ ∪ N ) and in the context-free case : A(x 1 , . . . , x n ) → t where A is a n-ary non-terminal, x 1 , . . . , x n are distinct variables and t ∈ T (Σ ∪ N ∪ {x 1 , . . . , x n }) 5 . Note that there are only 0-ary non-terminals in the regular case. The language L(G) generated by G is the set of terms derivable from S. A set of terms E is a regular (resp. context-free) language if there is a regular (resp. context-free) grammar G such that E = L(G). Grammar 2.5.a below generates the regular tree language {f (s * (a))} while Grammar 2.5.b generates the context-free tree language {f (s n (a), s n (b))}. In a grammar, the notion of recursive production is defined in the same way as for rewrite rules. Definition 2.6 A context-free tree grammar is said NT-bounded if the transitions whose rhs's contain nested non-terminals, are not recursive. Lemma 2.7 Let G be a NT-bounded context-free tree grammar. The number of nested non-terminals in trees generated by G is bounded.
Recall that top-context-free languages are defined in the introduction.
And in this case, L is also top-context-free.
Lemma 2.9 [9] Let Σ be a signature. T Σ is top-context-free iff Σ contains only symbols of arity at most one or no constant symbol.
Negative Results
The negative results come from the counter-examples below, and the following remark : if R is left-linear, the set of irreducible terms IRR(R) is regular. Therefore, if R * (E) is context-free, then R ! (E) = R * (E) ∩ IRR(R) should also be context-free. More generally, if R * (E) is context-free and T is regular, then R * (E) ∩ T should also be context-free.
Counter-example 3.1 Restrictions 1 to 4 are satisfied, except Restriction 1. Let C = {c \2 , a \0 } and T C be the set of terms on C.
From Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, we can conclude that R ! (E) is not context-free.
Counter-example 3.2 Restrictions 1 to 4 are satisfied, except Restriction 3.
It is not context-free because generating the right-hand branch p n (s n (g(s n (a)))) needs to count n three times. 
The tree language L is recognized by the following NT-bounded context-free grammar :
Counter-example 3.4 Restrictions 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 are assumed (Restriction 6 is not assumed). Let :
Remark : If Restrictions 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8 are assumed, we add the rule j(x, y) → i(x) to the previous counter-example and consider
4 Positive Results
Definitions
Definition 4.1 Let t be a fixed linear term, and let V ar
. . , L k be context-free tree languages generated by the grammars
The language of instances of t, whose sub-terms at positions p 1 , . . . , p n have been replaced, is defined as follows :
, if necessary, the non-terminals, we can suppose that the set of nonterminals of
= T ǫ , and the set of productions :
-The particular case n = 0 defines the language E of the instances of t by elements of
We obtain a grammar that generates E| p by replacing the axiom of G E by T p . Now, we consider the descendants obtained by rewriting below or at position p (R * ≥p ), and the descendants obtained by rewriting starting from position p (R * p ).
Definition 4.3 Let L be a language and p be a position. We define :
t ′ means that t ′ is obtained by rewriting t at position p, plus possibly at positions coming from the rhs's. Formally, there exist some intermediate terms t 1 , . . . , t n and some sets of positions
where -p 0 = p and P (t) = {p},
Remark : P (t j ) contains only defined-function positions. Since there are no nested defined-functions in rhs's, p, p ′ ∈ P (t j ) implies p p ′ .
Definition 4.5 Given a language L and a position
)} where F = {f, g, h} and C = {s, a}. The symbols(s) that are eligible for rewriting, are underlined :
Succ t (p) are the nearest defined-function positions of t located below p. Formally :
The following theorem and lemma give a recursive algorithm (using R * ≥p ) to build a NT-bounded context-free grammar that generates R * (E), from NT-bounded contextfree grammars that generate R * p . The proofs are given in appendix Section A.
Theorem 4.8 Let t be a linear term, and E be the language of instances of t.
Lemma 4.9 Let t be a linear term, and E be the language of instances of t. Let p ∈ P osF (t).
The following lemma gives an algorithm to build a NT-bounded context-free grammar that generates R * p , from a NT-bounded context-free grammar that generates R * ǫ . Lemma 4.10 Let L ′ 1 , . . . , L ′ n be context-free tree languages.
Remark : If t contains only one defined-function, occurring at the root, we have R * (E) = R * ǫ (E). Moreover, we show in Section 4.3 that we can compute R * ǫ (E) provided E is a NT-bounded context-free language. Consequently, the second positive result (assuming t is not linear) comes from the following lemma. Then E is a NT-bounded context-free tree language. Thanks to Restriction 6, in a term t s.t. P osF (t) = {ǫ}, constructors occurring below a certain depth are not used when rewriting t in several steps : they are not consumable by rewriting.
When rewriting g(p(s(a))) by ru 2 and ru 1 , p, s are consumed, whereas a is not consumed.
Depth(R) as defined below is actually the maximal depth of consumable symbols (see the completeness proof in Appendix D).
Definition 4.13 Let R be a TRS satisfying restriction 6, and l → r ∈ R. We define Depth(l) = M ax({|p| | p ∈ pos(l)}) and
Depth(l)
Remark : Only consuming rules matter when computing Depth(R), because if l → r is not consuming, then Depth(l) = 0.
Explanations and Example
Let R be a constructor-based TRS satisfying Restrictions 1, 2, 5, 6, and let E satisfying Restrictions 7 or 8 be the starting tree language, generated by the NT-bounded contextfree grammar
) generating R * ǫ (L) starts with the productions of G L , and adds new productions with 0-ary non-terminals of the form A t , where t is a tree that may contain non-terminals of
The algorithm also uses n-ary non-terminals of the form A t , and in this case t contains in addition constants ⊥ 1 , . . . , ⊥ n , and productions are added s.t. (t 1 , . . . , t n are arbitrary trees that may contain non-terminals of
The role of A t 's is as follows. Since G R * ǫ L has to be context-free, we cannot create a production like A t (t 1 , . . . , t n ) → t ′ to simulate a rewrite step issued from the term t[. . . , ⊥ i ← t i , . . .] (only A t (x 1 , . . . , x n ) → t ′ is allowed). However, Depth(R) gives the depth of symbols that may be needed when rewriting. Then, when we deal with A t , we first focus on the depth of symbols in t. When a symbol is deeper than Depth(R), we get rid of the corresponding sub-term by moving it into arguments of A t . To define the depth of a symbol, we must not take into account the non-terminals that occur above it, since a non-terminal is replaced by nothing if it is derived by a collapsing production.
Example 4.14 Let R = {g(x, y) → c(h(x), f (y)), f (x) → s(f (s(x))), h(s(x)) → a}. Then, Depth(R) = 1. Let E = {g(s * (a), a)} generated by the set of production rules :
Here, E contains only one defined-function. So, R * ǫ (E) = R * (E). Then, in the following, we use R * (E) instead of R * ǫ (E). g(B, a) , then we try to rewrite g(B, a) and derive B (it is achieved by the sub-program Rewrite). We add the productions :
Let us denote by
S G R * ǫ L the axiom of G R * ǫ L : we add S G R * ǫ L → A g(B,a) since S G L is
the axiom of the starting grammar and S G L → g(B, a). No symbol is deeper than 1 in
Four new non-terminals have appeared. We have to deal with them. As previously, we try to rewrite and derive h (B), f (a) and g(a, a) . We add the productions : s(a)) ) and A g(a,a) → c(A h(a) , A f (a) ). Let us remark that we do not rewrite and derive (g(s(B), a) ). Indeed, it contains some symbol (here B) that are deeper than Depth(R). We get rid of it by adding the production (M ove) : A g(s(B),a) → A g(s(⊥),a) (B).
Four new non-terminals have appeared. h(a) cannot be rewritten nor derived. g(s(⊥), a) can be rewritten. We add the production : A f (a) ). We have to deal with A h(s(B)) and A f (s(a)) . We add the productions (M ove) :
Two new non-terminals have appeared. h(s(⊥)) and f (s(⊥)) can be rewritten. We add the productions :
One new non-terminal have appeared. We have to deal with A f (s(s(⊥))) We add the production (M ove) :
Moreover, for each non-terminal A t where t = C[⊥ 1 , . . . , ⊥ n ], we add the production
No more new non-terminals. The algorithm stops. The reader can checks that the resulting grammar really generates : {g(s * (a), a), c(h(s * (a)), s n (f (s n (a)))), c(a, s n (f (s n (a))))} To begin, we need some notations and some sub-programs that we use inside the main algorithm.
Algorithm : Sub-programs
-Depth(R) is an integer ∈ IN that gives the maximal depth of symbol useful for rewriting over R as defined in Section 4.3.1.
-Realized is the set of non-terminals whose associated productions have already been created.
-N T is the list of non-terminals that are not in Realized (l::b means that we add b at the end of the list l).
-Order is a procedure that takes as parameters a non-terminal and its arguments A t (arg 1 , . . . , arg n ). It renames all the ⊥ of t s.t. ∀i, j (⊥ i ⊳ ⊥ j ⇒ i < j) 6 , permutes the corresponding arguments, and then deletes the extra arguments.
6 ⊥i ⊳ ⊥j means that ⊥i occurs on the left of ⊥j
Example 4.15 Let us consider
Order applied on it provides A f
-Linearize is a procedure that takes as parameters a non-terminal and its arguments A t (arg 1 , . . . , arg n ). It makes t linear by using ⊥ n+1 , . . . , and duplicates the corresponding arguments (addition at the tail of list).
Example 4.16 Let us consider
-Rewrite is a procedure that takes as parameters a non-terminal A s , a TRS R, the set of production rules P G R * ǫ L in progress, the set Realized, and the list N T . This procedure rewrites s by R, and also derives the non-terminals of s. It updates the set of production rules, the list N T and finally, the set Realized. } and let A f
So, we obtain in a first time : c(A g
it is before applying Order). Then, we add to the set of production rules :
Example 4.18 In this example, we consider only the derivation step. Let A f (B) be a non-terminal and B → s(B) | a ∈ P G L . Then, we add to the set of production rules :
, Realized, N T ) /******Rewriting******/ ∀l → r ∈ R s.t. s → [ǫ,l→r] Do n := ar(A s ); Let Θ s.t. s = lθ; t := rΘ;
posF := P osF (t); While posF = ∅ Do take p ∈ posF ; posF := posF \{p};
/******Derivation******/ ∀p ∈ pos(s) s.t. s(p) is a non-terminal Do n := ar(A s ); m := ar(s(p));
where y i = x j ⇒ β i = α j with i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}; t ′ := Order(Linearize (A t (x 1 , . . . , x n ) 
-Being given a term s and p ∈ P os(s), Depth N T (p, s) returns the depth of s(p)
without taking non-terminals into account.
Example 4.19
Depth N T (p, s) = |p| − card({q ∈ P os(s) | q < p ∧ s(q) is a non terminal})
-M ove is a procedure that takes as parameters a non-terminal A s , the depth of R, the set of production rules P G R * ǫ L in progress, the set Realized, the list N T and a boolean notmove (updated by the procedure when moves are made). This procedure consists in moving through the parameters of A s (or as new parameters) all symbols that are strictly deeper than the depth of R. We so compare the depth of each symbol without taking into account non-terminals (denoted by Depth N T ) with Depth(R). .
Then, we obtain (before applying Order) :
Finally, we add to the set of production rules : arg := (x 1 , . . . , x j , s| p ); j := j + 1; end; End; t := Order(A news arg);
-M oveAll is a procedure that takes in parameters a non-terminal A s , the set of production rules P G R * ǫ L in progress, and the set Realized. It consists in transforming A s to a term without non-terminals. It can be obtained by replacing each ⊥ i (ı ∈ IN) appearing in s by its associated x i .
Then, we add to the set of production rules :
Theorem 4.23
The algorithm is correct and complete and terminates.
Proof . The proofs of Theorem 4.22 and Theorem 4.23 are respectively given in the appendix Sections C and D.
Conclusion
The preservation of regular tree languages through rewriting needs strong restrictions. Surprisingly, it is the same for context-free languages. Now, the following question arises : are there known classes of tree languages that are preserved through rewriting, assuming only weak restrictions ? -If t(ǫ) ∈ F then obviously R * (E) = R * ≥ǫ (E). -Otherwise, let Succ t (ǫ) = {p 1 , . . . , p n }. Let us remark that ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} , (i = j ⇒ p i ||p j ). Moreover, rewrite steps at incomparable positions can be commuted. Then,
A.2 Proof of Lemma 4.9
By induction on the number k of nested defined-functions in t| p . Let us define :
Moreover, rewrite steps at incomparable positions can be commuted. Then, obviously, and according to the induction hypothesis (E| p i contains at most k − 1 nested defined-functions).
A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.11
Let us consider C ∈ T (Σ, X ). Let us take V ar(C) = {x 1 , . . . , x n }. Let {x i 1 , . . . , x i k } be the non-linear variables of C. Let us consider ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}\{i 1 , . .
where L j is a NTbounded context-free tree language. Obviously, L is NT-bounded context-free. Let L ′ 1 , . . . , L ′ k be top-context-free tree languages. Let us consider the c-substitution operation denoted by ⋄ c in [9] . L ⋄ c L ′ consists in substituting all occurrences of c in a term of L by the same term of
According to [9, Lemma 24] , L ′′ is context-free. The fact that L ′′ is NT-bounded is trivial.
B Computing R * (E) : An Example
In this example, we use ⊥ instead of ⊥ 1 since there is only one variable (and so there is not ambiguity) Let R = {f (x) → s(f (s(x))), g(x) → p(g(p(x)))} and E = g(f (a)).
-We have first to deal with L = E| 1 = {f (a)}. The grammar that generates it is given by :
Then, the set of production rules obtained after applying the algorithm is :
-Now, we have to deal with L ′ = {g(R * ǫ (f (a))))}. The grammar that generates it, is given by :
). Then, the set of production rules obtained after applying the algorithm is :
Obviously, the reader can easily check that {p k (g(p k (s n f (s n (a)))))} is well generated.
C Proof of Theorem 4.22
Let Σ be the signature and
Let us suppose that G R * ǫL is not NT-bounded and let us show that G L neither. According to Definition 2.6,
that contains at least one non-terminal
A α 1 , because let us take B s.t. B ∈ β j for j ∈ J.
-Another kind of rules can have nested non-terminals :
where α contains nested non-terminals. However, this kind of rules are not recursive because every non-terminal of α belong to P G L .
According to the algorithm of construction of G R * ǫ L , these rules can only be obtained by applying M ove. Then, for
A α 1 , it can only be effected by derivation of α 2 . Remark : Indeed, the rewriting does not product non-terminals. ∀j ∈ J, there exists at least on non-terminal above ⊥ j . Because of that, during the derivation of α 2 , we can generate on the same branch deleted non-terminals.
D Correctness, Completeness and termination Proofs
Let us recall that R is a constructor-based TRS that satisfies Restrictions 1, 2, 5, 6. Let E be the starting language that satisfies restriction 7 or restriction 8.
D.1 Correctness (Theorem 4.23)
Remark : Let L, G L and G R * ǫ L as given in Section 4.3. Let A \n t ∈ N G R * ǫL . By construction, all non-terminals that appear in t are non-terminals of G L . Below, we have just write A t for A t (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and so t for t[⊥ 1 ← x 1 , . . . , ⊥ n ← x n ]. It is just for more clarity, but this does not change the principle of the proof. Let us consider the following derivation :
-Let us suppose that it is true for * = n and let us take * = n + 1.
By construction, we have three kind of treatment.
-M oveAll returns to consider * = n, and we would have A t 1 → t 1 . Then, by induction hypothesis, t 1 derives itself (by G L ) to a term of R * ǫ (L). -A step that consists to use M ove if some symbols of t 1 are deeper than Depth(R). I.e. we remove symbols that are not consumable. Since A t → t consists in doing M oveAll, this step returns to apply M oveAll to A t 1 . Then, we obtain a term that belongs to R * ǫ (L). -A step that consists to use the Rewrite procedure if t 1 contains only symbols that are consumable (i.e. we do not apply M ove). Let us recall that in Rewrite, we derive A t 1 and we rewrite if it is possible. So if we forget A, derivation step consists in :
t ′ and rewriting step consists in :
D.2 Completeness (Theorem 4.23)
When rewriting (procedure Rewrite) by l → r ∈ R, the algorithm creates for each function f issued of r a non-terminal A t where t(ǫ) = f . Therefore, we need to define a new rewriting : rewriting with decomposition of the resultant term.
Proof . It comes from Lemma 2.3.
We define U nf old n (t) that cuts the term t at depth n. It is for simulating the procedure M ove. t be a term, n ∈ IN, x 1 , . . . , x n new fresh variables. U nf old n (t) returns a pair (t ′ , σ ′ ) defined by :
Definition D.3 Let
Theorem D.4 Let R be a TRS satisfying our restrictions (see Introduction) and l 1 → r 1 , . . . , l n → r n ∈ R. Let k = Depth(R) + 1, and t 1 be a term s.t. P osF (t 1 ) = {ǫ}. Proof . Thanks to the restrictions, we have ∀i, P osF (t i ) = {ǫ}, then each rewrite step is done at position ǫ. Moreover k ≥ 1, then ∀i, ǫ ∈ P os(t ′′ i ). Therefore ∀i, posF (t ′′ i ) = {ǫ}. Now, the proof is by induction on n : -if n = 1, it is trivial.
-otherwise, let us suppose that the property holds for n, and let us prove it for n + 1. Let us consider t n dec → ln→rn t n+1 .
-if l n → r n is not consuming, then no symbol is useful to apply this rule. So, the fact to apply U nf old k on t ′ n does not change the fact that we can apply this rule and find the result. Moreover, Depth(l n ) = 0. Since ∀i, ∀p ∈ P os(t i ) (|p| ≤ Depth(R) − j=1,...,i−1 Depth(l j ) ⇒ p ∈ P os(t
is true for i = n then it is still true for i = n + 1.
-Otherwise, since P osF (t ′′ n ) = {ǫ}, we have t ′′ n (ǫ) = t n (ǫ), and t ′′ n σ ′ n . . . σ ′ 1 = t n , and ∀p ∈ P os(t n ) (|p| ≤ Depth(R) − j=1,...,n−1 Depth(l j ) ⇒ p ∈ P os(t ′′ n )). Since according to restriction 6, and thanks to Lemma D.2, Depth(l n ) + j=1,...,n−1 Depth(l j ) ≤ Depth(R), i.e Depth(l n ) ≤ Depth(R) − j=1,...,n−1 Depth(l j ). Moreover, P os(l n ) ⊆ P os(t n ) (since t n → ln→rn ) and ∀p ∈ pos(l n ), |p| ≤ Depth(l n ) (according to Definition 4.13). Therefore, ∀p ∈ P os(l n ), p ∈ P os(t ′′ n ). Then, t ′′ n dec → ln→rn t ′ n+1 and t ′ n+1 σ ′ n . . . σ ′ 1 = t n+1 and ∀p ∈ P os(t n+1 ) (|p| ≤ Depth(R) − j=1,...,n Depth(l j ) → p ∈ P os(t ′ n+1 )) which trivially also holds for t ′′ n+1 .
D.3 Termination (Theorem 4.23)
Let us recall that the number of symbol of t located strictly above p, and that are not non-terminals is given by Depth N T (p, t) (see in Section 4.3.3 and Example 4.19).
For proving termination, we use the following notations too : For a term t, Depth N T (t) = M ax({Depth N T (p, t) | p ∈ P os(t) ∧ t(p) =⊥}).
N ested N T (t) = M ax({(|p| − Depth N T (p, t)) + 1 | p ∈ P os(t) ∧ t(p) is a non-terminal) (i.e. N ested N T (t) is the maximal number of nested non-terminals in t).
Lemma D.5 Let b, b ′ ∈ IN and T be a set of trees.
(∀t ∈ T, (Depth N T (t) ≤ b ∧ N ested N T (t) ≤ b ′ )) ⇒ T is finite.
Proof . Trivial. Now, we can prove termination.
Proof . Let us denote by N G R * ǫ L (resp. N G L ) the non-terminals of G R * ǫ L (resp. G L ). Let us recall that our algorithm generates a (new) non-terminal by moving symbol(s) into arguments of the considered non-terminal, by rewriting over R or by derivation of non-terminals of G L . Let us recall that dec → is defined in Definition D.1. Then, ∀A t ∈ N G R * ǫ L , ∃A t ′ ∈ N G L s.t.
(t ′ dec → R t ∨ t ′ → GE t) ∧ Depth N T (t ′ ) ≤ Depth(R). GE being NT-bounded, then by Theorem 4.22 it is still for G R * ǫ L . Therefore, according to Lemma 2.7 , N ested N T (t) is bounded. Then, we can apply Lemma D.5 and that proves termination.
